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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development, termination and performance of next generation
optical backplane interconnect components. This low cost, dense optical interconnect
technology combined with recent advances in 10G/lane and beyond, miniature imbedded
Tx/Rx devices is driving bandwidth density to unprecedented levels.
A monolithic, multi-fiber ferule with integrated collimating lenses was designed with the
same overall footprint as a traditional MT-type, multi-fiber rectangular ferrule. The new
optical ferrule was designed with precision micro holes for alignment to the lens array
allowing for incorporation of multiple rows of fibers into single ferrule unit. The design
supports up to four rows with as many as 16 fibers per row for a total potential lane count
of up to 64 within in a single ferrule.
A low cost termination is achieved by securing precision-cleaved fiber arrays into the
rear of the ferrule with a quick-cure, index matched, UV light activated epoxy. The
elimination of a polished fiber array greatly reduces the cost and complexity associated
with physical contact based multi-fiber interconnects. With the same overall footprint as
an MT ferrule, the new, lens-based ferrule can be used in conjunction with MPO and
other MT based connectors. However, by eliminating the need for physical contact via
the use of collimated light beams, the connection force per ferrule required is greatly
reduced, paving the way for high ferrule counts and mass insertion of dense optical
backplanes.
Mated pairs of the new ferrule were tested for insertion loss with the substitution method
and all channels were <1dB.
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1. Background: Embedded Parallel Optic Active Devices + High Fiber Count Interconnects
Bandwidth demand, multi-core processor computing capacity, cost, density, and power requirements are driving
optics into shorter and shorter distance chip to chip communication links. Backplanes for HPC, server, switching
and routing equipment applications are migrating from electrical to optical signal transmission. VCSEL speeds of
10G are now common with standardization activity for 25G VCSEL links already in process.
Today, low-cost miniature 850 um VCSEL parallel optic embedded modules are available and being installed into
many equipment solutions for a variety of computing and networking applications. These next-generation, parallel
optic modules have been released in footprints as low as 8.2mm X 7.8m [1]. Embedding the optical device in the
center of the card offers many advantages over traditional card edge mounted pluggable or AOC devices: First, the
bandwidth density obtained by aggregating multiple embedded optics at the card edge via dense multi-channel
optical interconnects eclipses the density obtained by state of the art edge mounted optics. The chart in figure 1
illustrates the lane density as a function of equipment bulkhead area when embedded optics are combined with the
dense MTP® brand MPO connector format. In addition, by aggregating the Tx/Rx modules close to the ASIC, the
high speed transmission over copper PCB traces is minimized, signal integrity is enhanced, and the path to VCSEL
transmission >10Gb/s is greatly simplified. Furthermore, heat dissipation becomes more easily managed with laser
devices evenly dispersed throughout the card as opposed to aggregated at the edge of the card.

Figure 1: Channel Densitty at the card edgge with embeddeed optics

Architectures which utiilize multiple embedded paarallel optic m
modules facilitate the needd for dense ooptical
interconnect technology at the card ed
dge demarcatio
on point. Currrently, this parrallel optic dem
marcation occuurs via
multi-fiberr bulkhead feeed through orr blind-mateab
ble connectorss which utilizee traditional M
MT ferrules ffor the
precision alignment.
a
These trad
ditional multi-ffiber ferrules are
a designed to
o support physsical contact oof the fiber tipss and low lossses for
structured cabling and lo
onger distance applications. The followingg sections will provide an ovverview of tradditional
multi-fiberr ferrules, expaanded beam con
nnectors, the in
ntegration of leens arrays into the new, monoolithic ferrule design
in addition
n to experimenttal results for th
he new interco
onnect and futuure activities.

2. Trraditional Mo
onolithic Mu
ulti-Fiber Ferrrules:
Multi-fiberr ferrules comm
monly referred
d to as the “MT
T ferrule” or “rrectangular ferrrule” were origginally developped by
NTT Labo
oratories for usse in subscribeer network linees in an outsidee plant environnment. The feerrules were innitially
molded ou
ut of a thermosetting epoxy material
m
but migrated to a moore environmenntally stable thhermoplastic m
material
as precisio
on molding tecchnologies adv
vanced. Due to
t the need forr dimensional stability in thhe extreme opeerating
environmeent, the ferrules are molded with
w a very hiigh content of glass filler. IIn fact, the glaass filler conteent can
range from
m 60-80% by mass
m
of the ferrrule. Figure 2 highlights thee glass filler apppearance of a polished MT fferrule
endface.

Fig
gure 2: Traditionaal MT Ferrule enndface appearannce

Today’s most
m
common applications for multi-fiberr connectors are structuredd cabling and external equiipment
interface for
f data centerss and central offices
o
which require very loow insertion aand return lossses. Figure 3 shows
insertion lo
oss results for a random interm
mate of 24 fibeer, low-loss, m
multi-mode MT
T Elite® ferrulee.
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Figure 3: Empirical
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In order to
o obtain a low, stable, insertion loss, the gllass fiber tip m
mated pairs muust come into pphysical contacct with
each other. This physicaal contact requ
uires very tighttly controlled ttermination, poolishing and m
metrology procedures
which worrk to drive the cost
c of tradition
nal multi-fiberr interconnects..
In addition
n to maintainin
ng physical con
ntact, each fibeer tip in the ferrrule must be kkept pristine too ensure the siggnal is
not attenuated through contamination
n blockage or loss of z-axiis alignment ((i.e., physical contact). Figgure 4
illustrates the primary attributes imp
pacting the peerformance off traditional M
MT based muulti-fiber conneectors:
componentt precision, pollished endface geometry and the ability to m
maintain physiical contact, annd fiber tip quaality or
cleanlinesss.

Figurre 4: Factors im
mpacting perform
mance of traditionnal MT physicall contact ferruless

For interco
onnect densitiies beyond 24
4F, obtaining and maintainiing physical ccontact of the fiber tips beecomes
unobtainab
ble with state of
o the art polish
hing and termiination technollogy. As a ressult, the mated fiber tip interfface of
high fiber count ferrules (>24 fiber) beccomes unstablee which can reesult in optical interference annd amplifying return
loss valuess higher than a simple unmatted connector will
w generate (ii.e., unstable R
RL values can oscillate and ppeak at
values belo
ow 10dB.)
While trad
ditional, physical contact MT ferrules are su
uitable for dem
manding low-looss, high perforrmance applicaations,
they are not
n optimized for short reacch, cost sensittive optical baackplane appliications. In adddition, becauuse the
bandwidth densities need
ded for emergin
ng high end op
ptical backplannes require moore than 24 chaannels, fiber phhysical
contact is not a viable option.
o
This has
h resulted in
n focused US Conec developpment activityy on next geneeration
optical bacckplane interco
onnects describ
bed in the follow
wing sections.

3. Non-Physical Contact Connectors: Expanded Beam
Expanded beam connectors are a subset of free-space optical interconnects. The “space” between the connectors
must have a different index from the lens media for refraction to occur. Because of this fundamental rule, expanded
beam connectors do not touch within the lens aperture. Use of expanded beam technology eliminates the need for
fiber tip physical contact which ultimately reduces the overall cost of multi-fiber optical cable assembly
manufacturing.
As shown in Figure 5, light emitted by the fiber diverges from the fiber tip through a homogenous optical medial to
the refractive boundary of a lens. Over this distance, the beam diverges based on the NA of the fiber. The lens has an
aspheric prescription to account for various modes of the beam. The resultant beam has a characteristic beam waist
at the mating plane between the connectors. Beyond the mating plane, the beam begins to diverge in the far field
region of propagation, which is collected by the second optic where the beam converges to the receiving fiber tip.

Figure 5: Expanded Beam Connectors

One of the advantages of an expanded beam connection is the lower sensitivity to debris as compared to a traditional
fiber to fiber interface. Flux is the measure of radiation through an area for a specified amount of time[9]. In optics,
the base units for flux are Watts/meter2. A 50µm diameter core fiber has an area of 2 x 103 µm2, while an expanded
beam described here has a diameter of 180um with a corresponding 2.5 x 104 µm2 area. Consider a 16µm diameter
dust particle that has landed on the tip of a connector with a uniform power distribution across the emission area.
This dust particle has a cross-sectional area of 2 x 102 µm2. For a traditional MT ferrule connector, this would
account for blocking 10% of the light transmission. The effect of the blocked light would be nearly 0.5dB of
insertion loss between the mated MT pair. For an example expanded beam connector, the effect of the same particle
reduces to 0.8% light blockage, corresponding 0.035dB.
Another key advantage of the expanded beam connector is the reduced alignment precision required along the fiber
axis (Z axis). Perfect collimation of the emitted beam eliminates all sensitivity of the lens-to-lens distance on
insertion loss. As shown in Figure 6, the spot size would remain the same regardless of the z-axis gap.

Figure 6: Insensitivity to Z-axis gap for the Ideally Collimated Lensed Connector

In reality, the emitted beeam is not perffectly collimated, but has a ffar field NA of 0.0060 for thhe first millimeeter of
travel, baseed on RMS rad
dius modeling of the spot size at 0 and 1mm
m. Beyond 1m
mm, the NA conntinues to increease to
a limit of 0.026,
0
which iss almost an ord
der of magnitu
ude less than cuurrent multi-m
mode fibers. Acccording to Figgure 7,
the couplin
ng efficiency iss relatively unaaffected by thee lens-to-lens aair gap over thee first millimetter. After 1.5m
mm, the
sensitivity increases, but shows that eveen up to 2mm the
t change in iinsertion loss iss just above thhe noise level oof most
commerciaal test systems.

Figure 7:
7 Connector Sennsitivity

g the relaxed Z-axis
Z
alignmeent precision reequired for colllimated, expannded beam connectors with multiCombining
fiber conn
nectors, the preecision and co
osts associated
d with maintainning physical contact across one or moree fiber
arrays of connectors is grreatly reduced.

4. In
nitial Integra
ation of collim
mating lensess in the PRIZ
ZM® LightT
Turn®
US Conec has previously
y developed an
nd released a monolithic,
m
colllimating multi--fiber ferrule ddesigned as an active
device inteerface that faciilitates perpend
dicular mating
g to the printedd circuit boardd. This interconnect, known as the
PRIZM® LightTurn® connector, prov
vides passive alignment
a
to tthe transceiverr and incorporrates novel rettention
features fo
or multiple re-m
mattings. Precision alignmentt to the paralleel optic device is accomplishhed by use of m
molded
alignment posts within the
t ferrule and
d correspondin
ng alignment hholes at the traansceiver interrface. The PRIZM®
LightTurn®
® ferrule is the first ever sin
ngle molded co
omponent comb
mbining an arrayy of precision micro holes w
with an
array of co
ollimating lensees.
The ferrule accepts cleaaved fibers and
d utilizes a tottal internal refflection (TIR) lens design too turn the lighht 90º,
g the need for connector poliishing. The ferrrule has severaal major compponent featuress, as shown in F
Figure
eliminating
8. The arraay of aspheric,, asymmetric TIR
T lenses rediirects the lightt path at approximately 90º tto the fiber axiis. The
lens array provides for bi-directional
b
light
l
transmission, but functiions differentlyy depending oon the directionn. The
g the ferrule. The
T same ferrrule lens arrayy, upon receivving the condiitioned
light path is collimated when exiting
collimated light from thee parallel optic module, focusses the light onnto the fiber tipps. Use of colliimated light enntering
and exiting
g the ferrule reduces
r
the alignment toleran
nce requiremeents and the efffects of debriss on the optical exit
window. The
T micro holes that capture and position th
he optical fiberrs are aligned to both the lenns axis as well as the
alignment posts located on
o the bottom of the part, so that the fiberss are repeatablee and reliably llocated to the device
n. The smooth wall located in front of thee micro holes acts as a stopp plane for the fiber array, which
connection
guaranteess that the fiberss are always positioned
p
correectly at the foccal point of thhe lenses. An ooptically smootth exit
window is molded into th
he bottom of th
he ferrule betw
ween the alignm
ment posts to aallow the light to enter and exit the
wo openings to
owards the reaar of the ferrule are for indexx-matching epooxy to
ferrule witth minimal distortion. The tw
securely bo
ond the fiber array
a
in place. The connectorr housing has bbeen designed to protect the lenses and proovide a

reliable, co
onsistent, repeaatable, mating interface to th
he optical moddule. It snaps ddirectly onto thhe ferrule and covers
the lens arrray face, whilee also providing latches that hold
h
the conneector to the maating surface. T
The housing provides
gross align
nment and hold
ds the connecto
or in place, wh
hile allowing thhe ferrule to flooat laterally. T
This float perm
mits the
precision alignment
a
possts and transceeiver alignmen
nt holes to coontrol the optiical path alignnment withoutt overconstrainin
ng the connectiion.

Figure
F
8: Previo
ous Monolithic Collimating
C
Arraay Ferrule with M
Micro holes

To reduce the cost associiated with stan
ndard multi-fibeer connectors, this new connnector design coompletely elim
minates
the need fo
or connector po
olishing and trraditional heat--cure epoxies. T
The following is a summary of the assembbly and
testing procedures:
Standard multimode
m
ribb
bon fiber is strip
pped and subseequently cleav ed 2.75 mm beeyond the end of the ribbon m
matrix.
While trad
ditional mechaanical cleavers can be used, use of a laseer cleaving proocess is recom
mmended due to the
resulting ro
ounded fiber tiips and clean endface along with
w a highly c ontrolled cleavve length. As ccompared to the fiber
tips generaated with a meechanical cleav
ve, the rounded
d fiber tips redduce the amounnt of debris geenerated duringg fiber
insertion. The
T cleaved fib
ber array is then inserted intto the ferrule m
micro holes. A visible or UV
V light-curablee index
matched ep
poxy is then in
nserted into bo
oth epoxy open
nings, and the ffiber is pushedd into its final resting place aagainst
the stop plane.
p
Inserting
g the epoxy first
f
ensures that
t
the indexx-matching epooxy coats the fiber endfacees and
eliminates air pockets between
b
the fib
bers and the stop
s
plane. Thhe assembly iss then cured uusing a light ssource,
followed by
b installation of the connecctor housing. The
T entire cleaave, terminatioon, and cure process can eassily be
completed in approximaately one minu
ute, greatly reeducing the tim
me involved iin standard fiber terminatioon and
polishing.

5. US
U Conec PR
RIZM MT™ Design Overrview
US Conec has expanded
d on the successs of the PRIZM
M® LightTurnn® collimatingg array to Tx/R
Rx interconnecct with
developmeent of the PRIZ
ZM MT™, fibeer to fiber interconnect ferrulee for card-edgee applications.
The PRIZM
M MT™ was designed with
h the same low
w-cost, no pollish terminatioon methodologgy developed ffor the
PRIZM® LightTurn®
L
co
onnector. By utilizing
u
a similar dual windoow design, a clleave-only fibeer array is aliggned to
an optical stop plane and
d bonded into th
he ferrule via an
a index matchhed light cure or thermal curre epoxy. Utiliization
of micro-h
holes for precision alignment allow for scaliing to multiplee rows in the saame monolithicc ferrule in a m
manner
similar to multi-row
m
tradiitional MT ferrrules.

Figure 9: PRIIZM MT™ crosss section

The PRIZM
M MT™ was designed with the same outeer length, widtth, height and shoulder footpprint as a tradiitional,
physical co
ontact MT ferrrule. This asp
pect of the ferrrule design al lows for use w
with existing M
MT based connnector
solutions like the MTP®
® brand MPO connector or other
o
ganged M
MT ferrule bassed connector solutions. Sim
milarly,
any future optical backpllane interconneect architecturees using PRIZM
M MT® technoology have thee versatility to switch
to tradition
n physical con
ntact MT ferrrules for appliications requirring lower inssertion losses, longer reachees and
reduced baack reflections.
The PRIZM
M MT™ ferru
ule was design
ned to be used
d with or withoout traditional MT guidepinss. With two thhrough
holes in th
he ferrule, trad
ditional alignm
ment guidepinss and a subseequent guide ppin holder/keepper can be ussed for
existing co
onnector desig
gns. However, by capitalizzing on the m
molded-in, precision alignmeent post technnology
established
d with the PRIIZM® LightTu
urn® ferrule, a hermaphrodittic design withh a single preccision alignmennt post
and precisiion alignment hole eliminatee the need for the guide pinn sub-assemblyy. Figure X illlustrates the m
molded
alignment post design off the PRIZM MT™
M
compareed to the MT ferrule which contains two gguide holes annd two
separate gu
uide pins.

Figure 10:
1 PRIZM MT™
™ Designed witth same external footprint as tradditional MT ferruule

Furthermore, the PRIZM
M MT™ was designed
d
with an alternative interface foottprint which w
will support upp to 16
bers. By increasing the align
nment hole/pin
n pitch to 5.2m
mm and changinng the nominall alignment poost size
rows of fib
to 550 miccrons, four add
ditional fibers with a 250 micron
m
pitch caan be added too the traditionaal maximum 122 fiber
row footprrint associated with
w MT ferrulles.

Figure 11: PRIZM MT™
™ endface expanndable to rows off 16

As describ
bed in the secttion on expand
ded beam techn
nology, the im
mpact of contaamination on thhe lensed endfface is
much lesss severe when
n compared to
o traditional fiber
f
connectoors. Howeverr, minimizing contaminatioon and
providing the
t ability to clean
c
the conneector endface when
w
it is conntaminated havve been consideered with the fferrule
design. Th
he PRIZM MT
T® ferrule end
dface was desig
gned to protectt the optical trransmission areea by sealing ooff the
lens array features on thee mated ferrulee pair. In addittion, the lens arrray was only slightly recessed below the ccontact
surface of the ferrule pro
oviding access to the lenses with
w an industrry normal conttact based fieldd or factory cleeaning
tool.

Figurre 12: Cross-secttion of PRIZM M
MT™ mated pairr

The featurees of the PRIZ
ZM MT™ offerr an optimized
d interconnect ssolution for higgh density, low
w-cost, MM, V
VCSEL
based card
d to card or optiical backplane interconnect applications.
a

6. Empirical
E
re sults
The PRIZM
M MT™ ferrule is tested in a manner simillar to standardd fiber connector testing whicch uses convenntional
return loss and insertion loss test equip
pment. Unlike standard multti-fiber connecttors however, this new lens fferrule
is designed
d to mate to an
nother lens ferrrule rather thaan to a standarrd ferrule withh fiber to fiber contact. Therrefore,
ment.
unique testting proceduress are necessary
y to utilize trad
ditional fiber baased test equipm
Final cablee assembly evaaluation consissts of two funcctional tests too verify perforrmance. First, the insertion loss is
measured as
a shown in Figure 13 startiing with an en
ncircled flux (E
EF) compliant standard MT launch lead peer IEC
61280-4-1. A hybrid jum
mper with a standard MT ferrrule on one endd and a PRIZM
M MT™ on the other end is cooupled
ured from the PRIZM MT™
™. Next, a jum
mper with a P
PRIZM
to the sourrce while a refference power level is measu
MT™ ferru
ule on each en
nd is coupled to
o the previously
y referenced P
PRIZM MT™ fferrule. The oppposite end is pplaced
in front off the detector and
a the insertio
on loss is meassured. The meeasured insertiion loss repressents the light lost in
coupling liight from the reeferenced lens ferrule into the device underr test plus the lloss within the lens ferrule addjacent
to the detecctor.

In
nsertion Lo
oss Metho
od
MT

MT

MT

Lens

Lens

Reference
e the insertion loss

Le
ens

Attach jumper with lens ferrule
es on each end. Attach opposite
e end of jumper
ertion loss.
to the detectorr and record inse

Lens

Detector

EF
Source

MT

Detector

EF
Source

Figure 13 Insertion
I
Loss M
Method

Second, th
he quality of the
t area betweeen the cleaveed fiber endfacce and the ferrrule stop planne is determinned by
measuring the return losss of the ferrulee. Unlike trad
ditional, physic al contact MT ferrules, the rreturn loss at thhe lens
panded beam in
nterface is sim
mply determined
d by the physiical geometry oof the lens. Thhis gives the P
PRIZM
to lens exp
MT™ a significant advantage over multi-row,
m
high
h fiber count MT ferrules w
where reliablee physical conntact is
unachievab
ble. The value of the return
n loss measureement for the ccompleted assembly is simpply to verify thhat the
termination
n was properly
y completed and
a that the fiiber tips were correctly couupled to the sttop plane withhin the
ferrule. If the
t area betweeen the fiber tip
ps and stop plaane contains vvoids or debris, poor return looss values of <
<20dB
will be obsserved.
The insertiion loss testing
g consisted of an intermate study
s
using 22 randomly inteer-mated lenseed ferrule pairss. The
results of the insertion loss testing are shown
s
in Figurre 14.
The return loss results for each of the 24
40 mated fiberr pairs were bettween 22 and 225dB.

Figure 14
4: Insertion Losss results from ran
ndom intermate testing of the PR
RIZM MT™ Ferrule

The low cost termination
n methodology
y combined with tolerant Z--axis alignmennt provide stable insertion loss and
f high fiber count,
c
short reaach, multimodee applications.
return loss performance for

7. Future Woork
The next step
s
for this interconnects tecchnology is co
ompletion of inndustry standar
ard environmenntal testing to ensure
reliability in
i various operating environm
ments. Successsful testing allready completted with the PR
RIZM® LightT
Turn®
connector suggest that the
t PRIZM MT™
M
will be compatible
c
wiith TIA 568 C
Commercial Buuilding and C
Cabling

applications as well as qualification regimens established by Telcordia for public network environments. Testing
compatibility of the ferrule with new and existing MT ferrule based connector platforms will be completed in 2012.
Upon establishment of a successful industry optical backplane interconnect, US Conec will introduce this
technology to IEC SC 86B to standardize the mechanical interface optical interface of the PRIZM MT™.
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